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EINSTONE Configurator app | Introduction

1.1 EINSTONE Configurator app
This user guide explains the configuration of EINSTONE 
 beacon products with the EINSTONE Configurator app. The 
EINSTONE Configurator app allows you to find a specific 
EINSTONE device, setup its beacon signals and change 
configurations such as device name or broadcast power.

The EINSTONE Configurator app is compatible with 
 Android smartphones running Android 6 or higher. Since 
built-in Bluetooth radios differ from device to device, not all 
Android devices are equally suited. Please consult the 
 following list of Android devices for a recommendation:

 — Samsung Galaxy S8
 — Samsung Galaxy S6
 — Samsung Galaxy S6 edge
 — Samsung Galaxy S7
 — Samsung Galaxy A3
 — Google Nexus 5
 — Google Nexus 5X
 — Huawei P Smart
 — Huawei P10
 — HTC U11 life
 — Lenovo PB2-690M
 — Google Pixel 2

You can find the EINSTONE Configurator app in the Google 
Play Store at play.google.com.

1.2 Hardware
Three different EINSTONE variants are available to meet the 
requirements of the specific installation location. All of them 
can be configured with the EINSTONE Configurator app. 
For further details, please consult the corresponding  
datasheet and technical application guide.

1 Introduction

EINSTONE module EINSTONE basic EINSTONE track

 — 5–60 V DC input
 — For connection to the secondary 
side of a driver or any DC voltage 
source delivering 5–60 V

 — 230 V AC input
 — For connection to the mains grid

 — 230 V AC input
 — For easy plug-and-play integra-
tion into 230 V track systems
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2.2 Multiple beacon broadcast signals
EINSTONE devices have a powerful microcontroller on 
board that can manage up to 5 beacon signals in parallel, 
each of them having an individual configuration. The 
 EINSTONE Configurator app allows you to manage beacon 
signals with an easy-to-use interface and helpful features, 
such as copying a beacon signal configuration from one 
EINSTONE device to another.

EINSTONE devices fully support the most common beacon
standards. The supported standards are: Apple iBeacon,
Eddystone URL, Eddystone UID, Eddystone TLM and
AltBeacon.

An example configuration of an EINSTONE device is shown
in the following:

Signal 1:  iBeacon to trigger 
iPhone apps

Signal 2:  Eddystone UID to 
 trigger Android apps

Signal 3:  Eddystone URL for 
Google Nearby services

Signal 4: not used
Signal 5: not used

EINSTONE Configurator app | EINSTONE functionality

EINSTONE devices have unique features that distinguish 
them from standard battery-powered beacons. In order to 
understand the functionality of the EINSTONE Configurator 
app, it is important to have a basic know-how of these 
 features. Therefore, the most important features are 
 explained in the following.

2.1 Powering concept
In general, EINSTONE devices are not powered by a bat-
tery but make use of an external power supply. This allows 
you to configure your device as you wish without having to 
consider the battery lifetime of a primary cell battery. The 
EINSTONE Configurator app helps you to set the best con-
figuration for your application.

In some installations, an external power supply is not 
 guaranteed at all times. For such a case, we recommend 
the use of EINSTONE versions with a secondary battery. 
The secondary battery allows you to bridge periods when 
no external power supply is available. The EINSTONE 
 Configurator app helps you to read out the battery level of 
your devices.

EINSTONE versions with a secondary battery continue to 
broadcast their signals even when not powered by an ex-
ternal power source. These versions, however, can be put 
into the so-called “Transport mode”, in which they do not 
continue to broadcast their signal when powered by the 
secondary battery.

2 EINSTONE functionality

EINSTONE Beacon broadcast signals
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3 How-to guide
3.1 First app launch

3.2 Installation password
Before starting with the configuration of the EINSTONE 
 settings, it is recommended to set the so-called “Installation 
password”, which you can use for multiple EINSTONE 
 devices.

The first time you open the 
app, accept the “Terms of 
Use & Privacy Policy” and 
tap NEXT.

Allow location permission 
and tap NEXT.

All EINSTONE devices are provided with the same default
installation password. However, you can change this pass-
word with one tap.
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3.3 Configuration

Tap the marked areas to  
select the EINSTONE device 
you want to change.

Press the “Save” symbol.

Select the signal you want 
to change.

A successful change is 
shown with a terminal  
dialog of the changes.

Change the settings you 
want, e.g. UUID/Major ID/
Minor ID from 1 to 2.
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3.4 Changing the settings of multiple EINSTONE
devices to a similar configuration

Select an EINSTONE device
with a reference signal
to copy.

In order to paste a configu-
ration, go to the “More” but-
ton (three dots icon) in the 
upper right corner and tap 
“Paste configuration”.

Press the “Copy” symbol.

In a list of settings, you can 
determine which values 
should be copied. An “Auto 
Increment” function increases 
the Minor ID by one. 

You can paste the values in 
the clipboard to another 
 signal on the same hard-
ware or to a different 
 device’s signal.

Tap the “Save” button to 
make these settings 
 permanent.

EINSTONE Configurator app | How-to guide
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3.5 Changing the password of an individual
EINSTONE device

Select the EINSTONE de-
vice whose password you 
want to change by pressing 
the marked areas.

Type the new password in 
the first field and repeat it in 
the second to avoid mis-
spelling. Tap “CHANGE 
PASSWORD” to complete 
the change.

Tap the “Device” tab. Tap “Change device 
 password”.

EINSTONE Configurator app | How-to guide
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4 App overview

EINSTONE Configurator app | App overview

4.1 Main screens
There are two basic views to edit the configuration of an 
EINSTONE device: the EINSTONE and the Beacons list. 
The EINSTONE list on the left shows all EINSTONE devices 
with a collapsible list of their beacon signals. The Beacons 
list on the right shows all beacon signals that are received 
and associated with an EINSTONE device. Details of the 
views are discussed in the following.

EINSTONE list

EINSTONE Beaconing
settings
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4.2 Searching and filtering EINSTONE devices

4.2.1 Overview of EINSTONE list
The EINSTONE list provides information about the   
EINSTONE devices within your range as well as  information 
about the beacon broadcast signals associated with these 
EINSTONE devices.

Detected EINSTONE devices

Indicator of the received signal strength of an 
EINSTONE device’s broadcast signal

Area to expand and collapse the beacon  
details for an EINSTONE device

Symbol indicating that the firmware is up to date

Details showing the beacon broadcast signals
associated with an EINSTONE device 
( = Major ID,  = Minor ID)

Symbol indicating that a firmware update for 
an EINSTONE device is available

Button to connect to and configure a specific
EINSTONE device
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4.2.2 Overview of Beacons list
The Beacons list provides information about the beacon 
broadcast signals within your range.
Note: Only beacon broadcast signals with an associated 
EINSTONE device are listed here.

4.2.3 Scanning
Your smartphone automatically starts scanning for 
 EINSTONE devices and beacon broadcast signals within 
your range. Detected devices are listed. The list is updated 
every two seconds with the latest information from the 
scanning process.

The progress of the scan is shown with the circle around 
the play/stop button in the upper right corner. Scanning 
can be stopped and restarted from the beginning by press-
ing the play/stop button again.

It is recommended to refresh the list on a regular basis 
since the EINSTONE devices change their addresses every 
5 minutes and the results shown in the list are only valid for 
a short period of time.

Detected beacon broadcast signals with 
 associated EINSTONE device

Estimated distance to the selected beacon
broadcast signal source

Symbol and name indicating the beacon standard 

Area to press in order to connect to the 
 EINSTONE device associated with this beacon 
broadcast signal to configure the device

Indicator of the estimated signal strength of 
the beacon signal

Play/stop button indicating that the scanning process is running.  
Press button to stop scanning immediately.

Play/stop button indicating that the scanning process is not running. 
Press button to start scanning process.

EINSTONE Configurator app | App overview
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4.2.4 Sorting
In order to find the device you want to configure, you can 
sort the results in the EINSTONE list as well as in the 
 Beacons list. Sorting is started by pressing the sorting icon 
in the upper right corner of the screen.

The EINSTONE list and the Beacons list provide different 
sorting mechanisms. The default mechanism when open-
ing the app is “Sort by RSSI” for the EINSTONE list as well 
as for the Beacons list.

In the EINSTONE list, you can sort the detected EINSTONE 
devices by the following parameters:

 — Name: Name of the EINSTONE device as listed in the 
results. Sorted from A to Z.

 — RSSI: Strength of the radio signal, which is typically 
stronger when being closer to a device. Sorted from 
strongest to weakest.

In the Beacons list, you can sort the detected beacon 
broadcast signals by the following parameters:

 — Name: Name of the beacon broadcast signal  
(e.g. iBeacon or AltBeacon). Sorted from A to Z.

 — RSSI: Strength of the radio signal of a specific beacon 
broadcast, which is typically stronger when being closer 
to a device. Sorted from strongest to weakest.

 — Major: Major IDs of iBeacon and AltBeacon broadcasts. 
Sorted from lowest to highest value.

 — Minor: Minor IDs of iBeacon and AltBeacon broadcasts. 
Sorted from lowest to highest value.

 — UUID: UUIDs of iBeacon and AltBeacon broadcasts. 
Sorted from lowest to highest value. Note: UUIDs are 
represented in HEX.

 — Distance: Estimated distance to broadcast signals of all 
types. Note: This sorting mechanism strongly depends 
on the correct calibration of the devices.

Symbol to select sorting

EINSTONE Configurator app | App overview
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4.2.5 Filtering
Filtering allows you to display only the devices you are inter- 
ested in. In some installations, it is possible that there are a 
lot of EINSTONE devices and beacon broadcast signals in 
the vicinity. Thus, the lists of detected devices and signals 
tend to be very long.

Filtering is started by pressing the magnifying glass symbol 
on the upper right corner of the screen. This activates an 
input field where you can enter the required filter parameter. 
The input field can be closed by pressing the cross button 
at the end of the input field.

Filtering is carried out by typing any text/value into the  
input field. It is possible to filter with multiple parameters. 
The values can also be part of what shall be filtered, e.g. 
part of the name or part of a UUID.

In the Beacons list, the filter value entered in the text field is 
searched in all properties of beacons:

 — BT address of the beacon signals
 — Packet type (e.g. iBeacon)
 — Proximity UUID
 — Major ID
 — Minor ID
 — Reference RSSI value
 — Manufacturer-reserved value of AltBeacon format
 — URL or parts of it
 — Namespace ID
 — Instance ID

In the EINSTONE list, the filter value entered in the text field 
is searched in all properties of the EINSTONE device and 
all properties of the beacon broadcast signals associated 
with this EINSTONE device. In addition to what can be fil-
tered in the Beacons list, the properties are:

 — Name of the EINSTONE device
 — BT address of the EINSTONE device itself
 — Firmware versions of the EINSTONE device
 — Model type of the EINSTONE device

Activate filtering

Filter activated

EINSTONE Configurator app | App overview
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Typical examples for filtering are shown below:

Applied filter

No filter, list is too long to see all the devices

EINSTONE list Beacons list

Filter for 4096, in this example, the Major ID of two filtered
devices

Filter for a part of the UUID

Filter for a beacon type: Eddystone URL in this case

EINSTONE Configurator app | App overview
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Filter for part of the device name

EINSTONE list

Filter for the firmware version ID 

4.3 Configuring EINSTONE devices

4.3.1 Scope
When selecting an EINSTONE device either directly from 
the EINSTONE list or the Beacons list, the EINSTONE Con-
figurator app connects to the respective EINSTONE device 
and allows you to adjust its beacon broadcast configuration 
and device settings. 

Tap the Beaconing tab to edit the broadcast configuration 
and the Device tab to edit the device settings.

4.3.2 Beaconing settings
In the Beaconing menu, you can manage the content and 
status of the five beacon advertising slots that an 
 EINSTONE device has.

EINSTONE Configurator app | App overview
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List showing the five beacon advertising slots 
of the EINSTONE device with their corre-
sponding configuration

Beacon broadcast signal status active/inactive
Note: The status is changed in the  Beaconing 
settings

Name of the EINSTONE device you are 
 connected to

Indicator of current beacon broadcast type 
(here: iBeacon, indicated by its symbol)

Area to tap in order to edit the configuration 
of a specific beacon

Selector to change the beacon broadcast type

If you tap a beacon signal in order to configure it, you navi-
gate to the beacon’s detail editor. The editor changes its 
look depending on the type of the selected beacon broad-
cast. In the following, the screens for iBeacon and 
 Eddystone URL configurations are shown as examples.

Switch indicating that the beacon broadcast 
of an advertising slot is turned on.  

Tap it to change status.

Switch indicating that the beacon broadcast 
of an advertising slot is turned off. Tap it to 
change status.

Button to copy the configuration of a beacon 
to the app’s clipboard

Beacon broadcast configuration 
Note: This area depends on the beacon 
broadcast type
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Button to save changes
Note: It turns orange when new changes can 
be saved

Button to discard operation

Button to start software update

Switch to turn the transport mode on and off 
(for device types including a secondary battery)

Input field to change the broadcast power of 
the EINSTONE device’s own advertising signal. 
This can be turned to a lower value after com-
missioning in order not to disturb the beacon 

broadcast signals.

Button to copy and paste configurations from 
and to the clipboard

Input field for broadcasted name of EINSTONE 
device. Giving your EINSTONE device a name 
makes it easier to find the device if you need 
to reconfigure it.
Note: The maximum length of the name is 16
characters.

General information about the device you are
connected to

Input field to change the advertisement 
 interval of the EINSTONE device’s own 
 advertising signal

Button to change the EINSTONE device’s 
password

4.3.3 Device settings
In the Device menu, you can change the configuration of all 
EINSTONE device properties that are independent of the 
beacon broadcast signals.
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